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APPROACH TOWARDS THE MANIPULATION OF LEGO BRICKS FOR MODEL CONSTRUCTION



APPROACH TOWARDS THE MANIPULATION OF LEGO BRICKS FOR MODEL CONSTRUCTION Ned Fox Gurdayal Koonjul 16-741 Mechanics of Manipulation Robotics Institute Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA 15213 ABSTRACT: This paper presents an approach towards the manipulation of LEGO bricks for the construction of models. Methods of isolating and orienting bricks is discussed, however the focus of the paper is on the grasping and placement of bricks. A simplified manipulator was built and attached to a DENSO arm. CAD models of LEGO brick models from LDRAW were then parsed through MatLab. Neglecting vision recognition, the manipulator tool was shown to construct these parsed models successfully. Index Terms— manipulator brick, target brick, under brick, LEGO, DENSO arm, force closure, interference fit



I.



high quality of assurance such that on average only 18 bricks out of a million units are defective [1].



INTRODUCTION



LEGO bricks have been on the market since the 1940’s, providing children an endless amount of possibilities for entertainment, creative imagination and design. Despite their seeming simplicity, the combination of LEGO bricks to create a structure is extremely complex. Namely, the identification of which bricks can be used and how to orient, place, and remove them is a complicated manipulation problem. By taking an existing LEGO CAD program and making its output usable for manipulation by a six degree of freedom arm, software can do the cognitive tasks while allowing us to focus on the manipulation of the bricks. LEGO bricks come in all shapes and sizes and so the development of a universal manipulator tool would be a difficult exercise. Also, autonomous visual recognition of the bricks is a machine learning problem, and spans over cases such as isolating bricks from a pile and orienting them for pick up and placement in a model. While such methods are briefly discussed, we plan to limit the scope of this project by assuming complete visual recognition of a oriented pile of bricks. We can then focus on developing a manipulating tool to grasp bricks and construct models II.



Figure 1: LEGO 1x1 Brick Dimensions (mm)
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APPROACH TOWARDS THE MANIPULATION OF LEGO BRICKS



Due to the sheer number of shapes and sizes of LEGO bricks today, we focused our work on the traditional brick, specifically 2x2, 2x4 and 2x8 bricks. Each brick measures, 15.8mm x 15.8mm, 15.8mm x 31.2mm and 15.8mm x 62.4mm respectively and are 9.6mm high. Because of the linear geometry, we are able to simplify the challenge of manipulation in that all edges are straight and all faces are flat (with exception to the and bottom surface which is made up of the studs and tubes). The steps in manipulating a LEGO brick placed arbitrarily on a surface for autonomous building is to orient the brick, align the bottom surface to the ground, grasp the brick, place it in position, release and pad it down into the receiving bottom brick in order to obtain force closure. Steps may be completed simultaneously. Precautionary initial steps may be necessary to isolate the brick from other obstacles (such as manipulating a single brick from a pile. Isolating a brick by vision recognition will be discussed in a later paper. We have broken down the process into three distinct steps: Isolation (assuming complete recognition of location, and



THE LEGO BRICK



The LEGO brick is made of a specially tailored ABS plastic that provides its shine qualities, color uniformity and clutch power [1]. The common LEGO brick has two basic components that allow them to be pieced together: studs on the top surface of the brick and tubes on the inside. In this paper, different sized bricks will be referred to by the number of studs on the surface of the brick e.g. a 2x2 will have a four studs, in two rows of two, a 2x4 will have eight studs in two rows of four. The dimensions of a 1x1 stud brick is shown in Figure 1. Bricks attach together through an interference fit, i.e. the tube(s) and inner walls of the top brick squeeze the stud(s) of the bottom brick, and though the bottom brick gains force closure through friction [2]. It is important to note that the studs on bricks greater than 1x1 are actually spaced by 8mm in length such that bricks placed horizontally next to each other are separated by a .2mm gap. It is for this reason the LEGO group manufacturers to 0.002mm tolerances and boasts such a 1



APPROACH TOWARDS THE MANIPULATION OF LEGO BRICKS FOR MODEL CONSTRUCTION orientation), orientation, and a final step consisting of grasping and placement. Such a manipulator is presented in Figure 2, with a rotating head to allow each tool to be used. The manipulating arm chosen is the DENSO Robot VDE series.



Figure 2: (a) DENSO Arm with rotating head for multiple tools (b) Orienting tool (c) Manipulator and grasping tool



IV.



Figure 3: Manipulator Brick After orienting the target brick, the arm simply grasps the piece by lowering the manipulator brick and combining the two of them together. The lateral force to combine them is easily achieved by the DENSO arm. The target brick can then be placed in position and lowered (and combined again) to the target position’s under brick.



ISOLATING THE LEGO BRICK



Methods of isolating the brick simply involve pushing the brick out of the pile. This can be completed via a rectangular plank that the arm moves to push surrounding pieces out of the way or push the target piece towards an open area. This step relies heavily on vision recognition which we are neglecting for this paper. V.



VII.



Due to our method of grasping and manipulation, releasing the brick poses an interesting problem. The target brick must detach from the manipulator brick while ensuring that the target brick stays fixed in its target location. To do this, a peeling motion, similar to how humans detach Legos, must be performed. By rotating the manipulator brick this peeling motion can be replicated by the arm. In order for the peeling to be effective, there must be forces to prevent the target brick from peeling with the manipulator brick. As can be seen in figure 4, rotating about the short side of the manipulator brick works well for longer bricks but, as shown in figure 5, for smaller bricks the forces and moments on the target block cannot reach equilibrium unless the downward force on the target block is very large. A better solution is shown in figure 6 where the manipulator brick is rotated about its long edge. The forces on the target brick are shown and demonstrate that the length of the target brick does not affect the effectiveness.



ORIENTING THE LEGO BRICK



The grasping tool consists of two claws that can actuate linearly towards each others. Each claw has a rotating plastic disk, one which can rotate freely, and the other is rotated via a servo attached to the second claw. Solenoids, or pneumatic actuation is suggested for the linear actuation and must exert a force of 0.14N for the heaviest brick (a 2x8 has a mass of 0.012kg, and the coefficient of friction for a rubber material is 0.84 [3]). After recognizing the orientation of the brick, the arm simply uses the tool to orient the brick, “correct side up.” The manipulator tool is then used to grasp the LEGO brick for placement. While the orienting tool has such capability, is not ideal for placement of a brick on to a target location. The force required to combine two LEGO bricks is 22.1N [1] and must be uniform so as to ensure complete connection to the under brick. Also, the target location may be surrounding by obstacles, and thus grasping around the brick may encounter these problems. VI.



RELEASING THE LEGO BRICK



GRASPING THE LEGO BRICK



In this way we propose the use of a 1x2 LEGO brick as the manipulation tool and grasping tool. We thus achieve two advantages: (1) force closure is ensured for grasping given the interference fit of stud and tube coupling and (2), we grasp the LEGO brick by its foot print (top surface), and thus eliminate problems with obstacles. It is also important to note that force closure is natural, i.e. it is self sustained and doesn’t require further action from the arm. Figure 3 shows the proposed grasping tool.



Figure 4: Longitudinal peel
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Figure 5: Longitudinal peel



APPROACH TOWARDS THE MANIPULATION OF LEGO BRICKS FOR MODEL CONSTRUCTION 𝑧𝑎𝑟𝑚 = −𝑦𝐿𝐷𝑟𝑎𝑤 To parse the file for use with the Denso arm the LDraw file is run through a MATLAB program, which then outputs a .PAC file that the Denso arm receives (Appendix A). This MATLAB code contains a matrix that keeps track of which pieces have been used. If the desired Lego construction requires too many pieces of a certain size, the MATLAB code will return an error and the .PAC file will not be created. Additional calculations beyond the LDU to millimeter conversion are necessary to account for our end effector being off center on the Lego pieces, a result of using a 1x2 brick to pick up 2xN pieces.



Figure 6: Lateral Peeling VIII.



PARSING THE LDRAW FILE



The LDraw file format is fairly straightforward. Each line first contains a line type. There are five different line types. Type 0 is a comment or META tag, type 1 is a sub-file reference, type 2 is a line, type 3 is a triangle, type 4 is a quadrilateral, and type 5 is an optional line. For the purpose of this project, we were only concerned with sub-file references. These lines declared what Lego pieces were being used and where they were being used, and consist of fifteen elements:



IX.



RESULTS



The finished program can parse the LDraw files and build the desired structure. The peeling movement effectively detaches the manipulator brick from the target brick. However, several improvement can be made to the system to make it more robust and practical. First, the speed could be improved. In order for the controller in the arm to be as accurate as possible, the robot’s speed was greatly reduced when picking and placing bricks. Second, currently the robot has only the capacity to build using bricks of dimensions 2xN, when N is greater than 2. The peeling motion currently being used will not be effective for bricks that are only one stud wide. Third, the program currently only allows for rotations in the Z-axis. While structures utilizing only the three bricks that can currently be used cannot contain pieces that have been rotated in other axes, when support for more bricks is provided (which is a simple thing to do), it may be possible for structures to contained rotated bricks. This would require some additional programming and manipulator design to ensure no collisions.



1  x y z a b c d e f g h i  The first “1” declares the line as type 1. The color is a number from zero to twenty-four that declares the part’s color. The subsequent 12 numbers represent the following values in a standard 4x4 homogeneous transformation matrix: 𝑎 𝑏 𝑐 𝑥 𝑑 𝑒 𝑓 𝑦 𝑔  𝑖 𝑧 0 0 0 1 Finally, the file references which part is being used.



Figure 7: LDraw Coordinate system The coordinate system used in LDraw is shown in Figure 7. The {x, y, z} translation vector is expressed in LDraw Units (LDU), where one LDU is approximately equal to 0.4mm or 1/64 inch [4]. The coordinate system for the Denso arm maps to the LDraw coordinate system in the following manner: 𝑥𝑎𝑟𝑚 = −𝑧𝐿𝐷𝑟𝑎𝑤 𝑦𝑎𝑟𝑚 = 𝑥𝐿𝐷𝑟𝑎𝑤



Figure 8: Successful build of a castle Overall, the applications currently for this project are merely for entertainment. However, with more development this project could provide a simple, cheap, and versatile rapid prototyping platform, or at the very least a fun demonstration 3



APPROACH TOWARDS THE MANIPULATION OF LEGO BRICKS FOR MODEL CONSTRUCTION of robotics and introduction to computer aided design for children. X. [1]



[2]



[3]



[4]
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Appendix A: MATLAB parsing code: APPROACHLENGTH = 50; XOFFSET = 453.07; YOFFSET = 302; ZOFFSET = 108.58-1.6 + APPROACHLENGTH; TZOFFSET = 180; BASEPOS = [580.21, -210.61, 100.85]; NEXTROW = -23.8; NEXTCOLS = 23.8; NEXTCOLM = 39.8; NEXTCOLL = 71.8; legos = [1 1 1 1 1



1 1 1 1 1



1 1 1 1 1



1 1 1 1 1



0 0 1 1 1



0 0 1 1 1



0 0 1 1 1



0 0 0 0 1



0 0 0 0 1



0 0 0 0 1



0; 0; 0; 0; 1];



model = fopen('castle.ldr'); file_1 = fopen('makeLego.pac','wt'); fprintf(file_1,'PROGRAM makeLego\r\nTAKEARM\r\nHOME (350, 0, 450, -180, 0, 180)\r\n'); i=1; tline = fgetl(model); while ischar(tline) i=i+1; if(eval(tline(1))==1) [ldpos type]= getPosVals(tline); found = false; type switch lower(type) case '3003.dat' %2x2 thick brick row=5; fprintf('2x2\n'); for i=1:11 if legos(row,i)==1 pickupPos = BASEPOS+[(row-1)*NEXTROW NEXTCOLS*(i-1)-3*8 0]; pickupPos; legos(row,i)=0; break; end end fprintf(file_1,'\''%i 2x2\n', i); case '3001.dat' %2x4 thick brick fprintf('2x4\n'); for row=3:4 for i=1:7 if legos(row,i)==1 pickupPos = BASEPOS+[(row-1)*NEXTROW NEXTCOLM*(i-1)-2*8 0]; pickupPos; legos(row,i)=0; found = true; break; end end if found break; end end
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APPROACH TOWARDS THE MANIPULATION OF LEGO BRICKS FOR MODEL CONSTRUCTION fprintf(file_1,'\''%i 2x4\n', i); case '3007.dat' %2x8 thick brick fprintf('2x8\n'); for row=1:2 for i=1:4 if legos(row,i)==1 pickupPos = BASEPOS+[(row-1)*NEXTROW NEXTCOLL*(i-1) 0]; pickupPos; legos(row,i)=0; found = true; break; end end if found break; end end fprintf(file_1,'\''%i 2x8\n', i); end armpos = [-ldpos(3)*0.4 ldpos(1)*0.4 -ldpos(2)*0.4 -ldpos(4)*180/pi]; %0.4mm per 1 LDU (Lego Draw Unit) armpos = armpos + [XOFFSET YOFFSET ZOFFSET TZOFFSET]; fprintf(file_1,'MOVE P, (%f, %f, %f, -180, 0, 180)\r\n', pickupPos(1), pickupPos(2), pickupPos(3)+APPROACHLENGTH); fprintf(file_1,'APPROACH L, (%f, %f, %f, -180, 0, 180), -%f\r\n', pickupPos(1), pickupPos(2), pickupPos(3)+APPROACHLENGTH, APPROACHLENGTH-15); fprintf(file_1,'APPROACH L, (%f, %f, %f, -180, 0, 180), -%f, S=5\r\n', pickupPos(1), pickupPos(2), pickupPos(3)+APPROACHLENGTH-APPROACHLENGTH+15, 15); fprintf(file_1,'DEPART L, %f\r\n', APPROACHLENGTH); fprintf(file_1,'MOVE P, (%f, %f, %f, -180, 0, %f)\r\n',armpos(1), armpos(2)+1.5*sin(armpos(4)*pi/180), armpos(3), armpos(4)); fprintf(file_1,'MOVE P, (%f, %f, %f, -180, 0, %f), S = 10\r\n', armpos(1), armpos(2)+1.5*sin(armpos(4)*pi/180), armpos(3)-35, armpos(4)); fprintf(file_1,'APPROACH L, (%f, %f, %f, -180, 0, %f), -%f, S=5\r\n', armpos(1), armpos(2)+1.5*sin(armpos(4)*pi/180), armpos(3)-APPROACHLENGTH+15, armpos(4), 15); fprintf(file_1,'MOVE L, (%f, %f, %f, -180, 10, %f)\r\n',armpos(1)+16.258*cos(armpos(4)*pi/180), armpos(2)+16.258*sin(armpos(4)*pi/180)+1.5*sin(armpos(4)*pi/180), armpos(3)APPROACHLENGTH, armpos(4)); %peeling fprintf(file_1,'DEPART L, %f\r\n', APPROACHLENGTH); fprintf(file_1,'\r\n'); end tline = fgetl(model); end fprintf(file_1, '\r\nGIVEARM\r\nEND\r\n'); fclose(file_1); fprintf('done\n')
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